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                                    Leading the way in EV charging station reliability
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                                                    Our promise

                                                    EV Charging Done Right
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                                                                            Complete solutions everywhere you need 

                                                                            With a comprehensive portfolio and a coast-to-coast network, we make EV charging convenient and easy.

                                                                                
                                                Find your solution
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                                                                            Great experiences, every time

                                                                            With over 98% network uptime and a user-friendly mobile app, we’ll make every charge delightful.

                                                                                
                                                Discover our network
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                                                                            Always Dependable EV charging

                                                                            Built for optimal EV charging even in the harshest environments paying dividends for years to come.

                                                                                
                                                Explore TCO
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                                                                            Service and support you can trust

                                                                            From planning and design to installation, support, and beyond, we’ve got your back.

                                                                                
                                                View services
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                                                                     For EV Drivers

                                                                    Power your commute with fast, reliable home EV chargers.
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                                                                    For Businesses

                                                                    Convenient EV charging for any size business.
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                                            EV PRODUCT FINDER[bookmark: finder]

                                        Find the perfect EV charger

                                            Your ideal solution in 5 questions or less

                                                
                                Get started
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                                                                                    The ultimate fast charging experience

                                                                                    Easy to find and use, the FLO UltraTM fast charger is designed to get you back on the road quickly and safely.

                                                                                    
                                                Visit FLO UltraTM
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                                                                                    Reliability at its finest

                                                                                    We’re committed to the highest possible network uptime. That’s why FLO chargers are always on and ready when you need them most.

                                                                                    
                                                Learn about uptime
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                                                                                    Join the EV revolution

                                                                                    Every reseller getting into the EV game, network operator looking to scale, or OEM driving EV transformation has their own unique challenges. Let’s work together to solve yours.

                                                                                    
                                                Become a Partner
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                                                                                    Electrify your career

                                                                                    We’re looking for people who want to build something great and make their mark on the industry. Team members who can lend their dedication, creativity, and drive to our goals. 

                                                                                    
                                                Learn more
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                                                                                    Accelerating EV Adoption

                                                                                    FLO is proud to partner with cities like the City of New York to transition to net zero. Together, we are building a cleaner future and accelerating EV adoption by offering the best EV charging experience.

                                                                                    
                                                Learn more
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                                   From curbside to mountainside 
 
 Our friends at Crystal Mountain Resort recently installed our CoRe+TM charging stations to offer their customers a durable, reliable EV charging solution for all seasons. The excitement and high utilization are proof that EV charging is an amenity that's in high demand!
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																			FLO Electrifies Phoenix Contact U.S. Headquarters With Solar-Powered EV Chargers
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																			FLO Provides Seamless Charging Experience for VinFast Customers in Canada
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																			EV battery charging best practices: the 20-80 rule for batteries
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																			Where EV Charging Meets the Ice: FLO’s Chargers Provide Power in the Harshest Climates
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																			FLO Develops Technology for the Future of EV Charging Including Wireless Charging and Plug & Charge
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																			FLO Announces Sale of First FLO Ultra Fast Chargers to Vermont Utility
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																			FLO Named Finalist for Reuters D.R.I.V.E Honours
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																			FLO Experts Discuss Technology and EV Industry at MOVE America
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																			FLO, Governor Whitmer Announce NEW EV Charger Production at Auburn Hills Facility
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																			Canada Infrastructure Bank marks its first EV charging investment with a $220 million commitment to FLO®
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																			FLO and ChargerHelp! Sponsor Legislation to Improve Electric Vehicle Infrastructure
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																			FLO Partners with CA State Senator to Introduce Equitable EV Charging Act

																	

							

						

									



            

    
        
                    Download the FLO App

                            With a few taps, you can find a public EV charger or manage your home charging schedule—all from the convenience of your phone.
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                                    Vertical integration

                                    Everything under one roof

                From EV charger design and manufacturing to network deployment and maintenance, we do it all. Learn how vertical integration allows us to deliver the best charging experience, each and every time.
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                    FLO operates one of the largest EV charging networks in North America for drivers to plug in wherever they are: at home, work or on the go. 
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                                PRODUCT FINDER
                                Are you looking for a charger for your home or business?

                                Please select one:
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                                PRODUCT FINDER
                                Are you installing in a single-family home or a multi-family (apartment or condo) building?

                                Please select one:
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                                PRODUCT FINDER
                                How long do you expect drivers to be connected to a charger? (Note, faster charging is more expensive)

                                Please select one:
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                                Is your installation in a public or private settinng?

                                Please select one:
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We use cookies on our website to give you the most relevant experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits. By clicking “Accept All”, you consent to the use of ALL the cookies. However, you may visit "Cookie Settings" to provide a controlled consent.
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